
 

 

Baroque Dance and the Spanish Style 
 

THE FRENCH “NOBLE STYLE” 
Baroque dance is most often associated with the 17th century French style 
of court and theatrical dancing, the precursor to our modern concept of 
ballet. King Louis XIV of France (1638-1715) pioneered these 
developments in his court, often rewarding the courtiers who danced most 
skillfully with greater political importance. Theatrical dancing designed to 
entertain the court reflected this “Noble Style” of social dancing with the 
addition of virtuosic steps, including jumps and pirouettes, as well as with 
dancers portraying characters from pastoral stories and classical myths. 
 
ITALIAN INFLUENCE ON SPANISH DANCE 

While the French were leading the evolution of dance, dance in Golden Age 
Spain was influenced more by Italian traditions, resembling earlier renaissance 
styles rather than the French baroque. The Italian influence on form, however, 
did not mask the distinctively Spanish flavor of theatrical, court, and folk 
dances. Instead, Italian influence on Spanish baroque dance could be compared 
to similar influences in painting – Spanish painters like Velazquez might have 
studied Italian masters and adopted certain Italian techniques, but these 
influences were applied to their art in order to express a distinctively Spanish 
narrative rather than to replace it.  
 

In dance, an unique Iberian style was recognized by viewers, both Spanish and 
foreign alike, and dances could be made in “the Spanish style” with certain 
characteristic movements and rhythms. Most frequently written in triple meter 
with accents on counts one and three, dance songs were often phrased in four-
measure bars. Spanish dance technique featured complicated and challenging 
footwork, with great detail in each step. There was less arm movement than in 
French baroque dance, and the performers danced with a relaxed rather than 
extended ankle. 
 
BAILE AND DANZA 

There are two words for dance in the Spanish language: baile and danza. 
Expressing very different styles, each has its place in zarzuela. Baile 
commonly refers to “popular” dances, namely regional folk dances and those 
associated with the lower classes—laborers, the poor, the uneducated, gypsies, 
and beggars. Characterized by the excited movement of the torso, arms, and 
legs, baile dancing was spontaneous, acrobatic, and vigorous. Particularly 
theatrical, baile often featured sound, including clapping, playing castanets, 

and stamping the feet. This style of dance penetrated upper-class entertainment through zarzuelas and 
other performance domains, becoming tamer for a wider audience.  
 
Measured, grave, studied, and characterized by postures and leg actions 
drawn from a set of movements, danza was associated with court, the 
nobility, and the socially refined. Danza was also a theatrical form, but one 
that was usually confined to presentations of religious and civic rituals or 
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classical themes. Dances performed to worship the classical gods, such as Iphigenia in the temple of 
Artemis, might have been danzas in zarzuela.  
 
TRANSITION FROM THE 17TH TO THE 18TH CENTURY 

17th century Spanish dance was rooted in the tension between restraint and exuberant 
movement. As the 1700s gave way to the 18th century, however, Spanish tastes and 
culture underwent a radical transformation. The ascendance of the Bourbon King 
Philip V in 1712 brought significant changes to Spain’s social and political structure. 
Philip brought with him a Francophile perspective that infiltrated all aspects of 
Spanish life. Courtly dancing became predominantly French in style, as it did 
throughout Western Europe, because of the dissemination of the French dance 
notation system called choreographie codified in a 1700 treatise by Raoul Auger 
Feuillet. The prevalence of the French stylization at court is demonstrated by the 
work of Pierre Rameau, a dancing maestro at the Spanish court who adapted 
Feuillet’s system for more in-depth dance instruction.  Rameau’s 1725 publication 

entitled “The Dancing Master” used stage dancers as models for discussing the importance of the five 
foot-positions and balletic posture in aristocratic social dancing. By the time Jose de Nebra’s Iphigenia 
en Tracia made its debut in 1746, dance in zarzuela would have more closely resembled the French 
ballet de cour than the earlier Italian- and renaissance-influenced style. 
 
RELATIONSHIP OF THEATER TO SPANISH DANCE 
By the mid-18th Century, dances of Spanish origin had all but disappeared from 
social dancing at court. Many of the treatises written for prospective dancing 
masters during this time affirm the primacy of the French style and describe 
Spanish dances as unfashionable. Spanish dances such as the seguidilla, the 
zarabanda, and the chacona might have been lost had it not been for Spanish 
Theater. In fact, it is in large part due to popular theater, particularly the 
zarzuela, that traditional Spanish song and dance patterns inherited from the 
17th century survived the first half of the 18th century. Despite the influence of 
the French ballet de cour on form and presentation, Iberian rhythms and even 
some traditional dances continued to be performed on stage. In the work of 
Jose de Nebra, one can frequently hear the driving dance rhythms and castanets 
providing a pulsing, lively musical line. 
 
CHOREOGRAPHY IN 18TH CENTURY ZARZUELA 

There are several reasons why Iberian dances survived in zarzuela when 
they had fallen from favor at court. For one thing, zarzuela plots, as well 
as their satirical entremeses, often relied on depicting characters from 
different social ranks. The distinction in rank could be seen in the actors’ 
costumes and dialogue, but also in their associated music and dance. 
Therefore, lower-born characters might have been more likely to perform 
a traditional folk dance rather than a French-style minuet. Zarzuela also 
used situational dancing as a plot device. Dances depicting events like 
weddings, funerals, etc. were more likely to rely on traditional forms than 
newer court fashions because they depended on being recognizable to a 

broader audience. Finally, acting troupes were often left to create their own choreography to 
accompany the script and music. They likely would have employed dances with which they were most 
familiar, whether Spanish, Italian, or French in character. Thus, a greater variety of dances continued to 
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be performed. Unfortunately, this creative license also meant that dramatic sources did not generally 
preserve detailed choreographic figures or explanations. Rather, the performance of a type of dance 
might be implied in the stage directions of a text or suggested by the lyrics of a particular song, but 
scholars cannot know for certain the exact step-patterns or movements associated with individual 
dances in a particular performance. 
 
REBIRTH OF THE SPANISH STYLE 
Preserved as the dances were in the realm of theater, they were poised for 
a rebirth as the 18th century wore on. In the final third of the century, 
interest in indigenous music and dances again found popularity at court 
and were even performed by the nobility. Iberian forms were codified 
and standardized in treatises by dancing masters now eager to assert a 
Spanish nationalist character. Dances such as the bolero arose from older 
dances like the seguidilla and became unified interpretations of regional 
folk dances. This is not to say that the French and Italian influences from 
earlier in the century were rejected. Rather, they coexisted with and were 
incorporated into the new Spanish style. Indeed, by the 1780s, Spanish 
and foreign forms had so intermingled that new hybrid dances emerged. 
Records of 18th century theaters mention performances of Minuets 
afandangados (the French minuet form performed in the style of the 
Spanish fandango) and Boleros alemandados (The new bolero form 
performed in the style of the French allemande). 
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